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Parquet vs csv performance

Apache ParquetApache Parquet is suitable for augmenting interactive query services such as AWS Athena, PresoDB, Azure Data Lake, and Amazon Redshift Spectrum. Each service allows you to use standard SQL to analyze data in Amazon S3. However, the data format you select can have significant implications for performance and cost, especially if you
are examining machine learning, AI, or other complex operations. If you're looking to create an ETL or ELT data ingestion process in a data lake, it's time to get acquainted with the price and performance opportunities that the Apache Parquet file format can offer. What is Apache Parquet? First of all, we realize that you may never have heard of the Apache
Parquet file format. Like a CSV file, Parquet is a file type. The difference is that Parquet is designed as a column storage format to support complex data processing. Apache Parquet is a self-describing data format that embeds the schema, or structure, within the data themselves. The file format leverages a record destruction and assembly model, which
originated from Google. This results in a file optimized for query performance and minimize I/O specifically, has the following features:Apache Parquet is column-oriented and designed to bring efficient column storage (blocks, rowgroup, column fragments...) of data compared to row-based ones as CSVApache Parquet is built from the ground using Google's
shredding and assembly algorithm GoogleRecontespecies were designed with complex nested data structures in mind. Apache Parquet is designed to support highly efficient compression and encoding schemes (see Google Snappy)Apache Parquet reduces data file storage costs and maximizes data query efficiency with serverless technologies such as
Amazon Athena, Redshift Spectrum, BigQuery, and Azure Data Lakes.Licensed under the Apache software base and available for any project. Supports familiar data types, file metadata, automatic dictionary encoding Parquet big data association can give the impression that formatting is limited to specific use cases. However, as Parquet has moved away
from the shadow of Hadoop's complex big data solutions, it has gained wider support. For example, teams are building low-cost, high-performance serverless business intelligence stacks with Apache Parquet, Tableau, and Amazon Athena.Parquet Format versus CSVCSV is ubiquitous and simple. Many tools like Excel, Google Sheets and a number of
others can generate CSV files. You can even create CSV files with your text editing tool We all love CSV files, but everything comes at a cost, even your love of CSV files, especially if CSV is your default format for data processing pipelines. The price, you say? Do my CSV files come at a cost? Yes! Column-oriented databases, such as AWS Redshift
Spectrum or query services such as AWS EMR ( Apache Hive ) or Amazon Athena, charge you for the amount of data scanned per query. (Many other services also charge based on data So this is not unique to AWS)Google and Amazon charge you for the amount of data stored in GS/S3. The default use of CSV will have technical and financial results (not
in the right way). You will learn to love Apache Parquet as much as your faithful CSV. Although we do not cover it in this article, the use cases of Parquet vs ORC will be explored in the future. Example: A 1TB CSV FileParquet performance, compared to a CSV format, offers compelling benefits in terms of cost, efficiency, and flexibility. Below is the efficiency
and efficiency of using a Parquet file versus . Csv. By converting your CSV data to parquet columnar format, compressing and partitioning it, you save money and reap the rewards for better performance. The following table compares the savings created when converting data to parquet versus . Csv. Think about this: For a year, you got the uncompressed
1TB CSV files as the basis of your query costs would be $2000. Using Parquet files, your total cost would be $3.65. I know you love your CSV files, but do you like them that much? On a large scale, these costs add up! Also, if time is money, analysts may be spending about 5 minutes waiting for a query to complete simply because it uses raw CSV. If you are
paying someone $150 an hour and doing this once a day for a year, they spent about 30 hours just waiting for a consultation to be completed. That's about $4500 in unproductive timeout. Total wait time for Apache Parquet user? 42-minute or 100-minute example 2: Parquet, CSV, Redshift Spectrum, and Amazon Athena Data LakesAmazon Athena and
Amazon Redshift Spectrum allow you to run Amazon SQL queries on data on Amazon S3. This can be an effective strategy for computers that want to partition data where residents within Redshift and other data reside in S3. For example, suppose you have approximately 4 TB of data in a historical_purchase in Redshift. Since it is not frequently accessed,
downloading it to S3 makes sense. This will free up that space in Redshift while still providing your team with access through Spectrum. Now, the big question is, what format is that 4TB historical_purchase table in? Csv? How about using Parquet? Our table historical_purchase has four columns of equal size, stored in Amazon S3 in three files;
Uncompressed CSV, CSV gzip and Parquet.Uncompressed CSV fileThe uncompressed CSV file has a total size of 4 TB. Running a query to get data from a single column in the table requires Redshift Spectrum to parse the entire 4 TB file. As a result, this query would cost $20.GZIP CSVSi file if you compress the CSV file using GZIP, the file size is reduced
to 1 GB. Big savings! However Spectrum has yet to scan the entire file. The good news is that your CSV file is four times smaller than the uncompressed one, so you pay a quarter of what you did before. This query would cost $5.Parquet File SampleSi compress your file and convert to Apache Parquet, you end up with 1 TB of data in S3. However, because
Parquet is columnar, Redshift Spectrum can only read the column relevant to the query that is running. You only need to scan only 1/4 of the data. This consultation would only cost $1.25. If you run this query once a year, using uncompressed CSV files would cost $7300. Even compressed CSV queries would cost more than $1800. However, using the
Apache Parquet file format, it would cost around $460. Still in love with your CSV file? SummaryThe trend towards serverless interactive SQL query services and predefined data processing sets is progressing rapidly. If you are an AWS customer, you may face a Redshift Spectrum vs Athena dilemma given the overlap in service principals. However, well
done well, the data lake and Parquet format offer new opportunities for teams to go faster with lower investments, regardless of the query engine. When you pay only for the queries you run, it is essential to optimize the data on which those systems depend. Using Parquet with Athena and Spectrum reduces costs and data analysis with Amazon S3 using
standard breeze SQL. In addition, Google supports uploading Parquet files to BigQuery just like Microsoft in Azure Data Lakes. This gives you a level of portability between clouds. You can see a real-world example of using Parquet, Athena, and Oracle Cloud here: We've launched a fully automated, code-free, code-free data ingesting service that automates
databases, table creation, parquet file conversion, Snappy compression, partitioning, and more. Get started with a cloud-based data processing framework for Azure Data Lakes, Amazon Redshift Spectrum, or Amazon Athena for free! Want to discuss how to leverage Apache Parquet for your organization? Need a platform and team of experts to launch your
data and analytics efforts? We can help! Achieving traction by adopting new technologies, especially if your team is working in different and unknown ways, can be an obstacle to success. This is especially true in a self-service world. Whether you want to discuss a proof-of-concept, pilot, project or any other effort, the Openbridge platform and the team of
data experts are ready to help. Contact us at hello@openbridge.com. Would you rather talk to someone? Set up a call with our team of data experts. Visit us www.openbridge.com learn how we're helping other companies with their data efforts. References Our thanks to Don Drake (@dondrake), an independent technology consultant currently working at
Allstate Insurance, for the guest publication below on his experiences using Apache Avro and Apache Parquet file formats with Apache Spark. In recent months, there have been numerous conversations in the corridors, informal discussions and meetings at Allstate on the relative merits of the different file formats for data stored in Apache Hadoop, including
CSV, JSON, Apache Avro and Apache Parquet. Text representations (CSV and JSON) are discarded by most people that leave Avro and Parquet as the main contenders. The longer these discussions continued, the more I realized that many personal opinions on this subject are based on rumors. For example, one format is often considered best if you are
looking at all the data, while another works best if you are looking at a subset of columns. Like any good engineer, I thought it would be worth putting these two file formats through some performance tests to find out the truth. In this post, I'll describe what I found. Testing datasets I thought it was important to use real-world datasets to get a good idea of what
to expect when running jobs in a production environment. I also thought it was important to simulate actual queries or processing. In other words, counting simple rows is unsatisfactory for a good comparison. Among the datasets I had recently used, I found two that would be a good basis for testing. The first, which I call the narrow dataset, consists of only
three columns, but contains 82.8 million rows in CSV format with a file size of 3.9 GB. The other, known as the wide dataset, consists of 103 columns with 694 million rows in CSV format with a file size of 194 GB. I thought this approach would provide information about whether a file format works best on a larger or smaller dataset. Test methodology I chose
Apache Spark 1.6 as my processing workhorse to put both file formats through their steps. (Spark supports Parquet out of the box, and also has good plugins available for Avro and CSV.) These jobs ran on a CDH 5.5.x cluster with more than 100 data nodes. I was interested to see how each format works during different stages of execution, such as creating
a dataset, simple data query, non-trivial query, time to process or query the entire dataset, and the disk space used for the same dataset. I ran each test on a spark-shell with the same configuration between wide/narrow tests, except that the narrow table requested 50 executors, while the wide table requested 500 executors. The mode :p in spark-shell was a
lifesaver in which you could paste the De Scala code directly into the REPL without worrying about multiline commands that confuse the interpreter. •/bin/bash -x - Drake Export HADOOP_CONF_DIR/etc/hive/conf export SPARK_HOME/home/drake/coolstuff/spark/spark-1.6.0-bin-hadoop2.6 export PATH-$SPARK_HOME/bin:$PATH - use Java8 export
JAVA_HOME/usr/java/export latest PATH-$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH - NARROW NUM_EXECUTORS-50- WIDE NUM_EXECUTORS-500 spark-shell —master yarn-client - conf spark.eventLog.enabled-true - -conf spark spark -conf spark.yarn.historyServer.address- - packages com.databricks:spark-
csv_2.10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:1 0:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:10:1 .3.0,com.databricks:spark-avro_2.10:2.0.1 -driver-memory 4G -executor-memory 2G - num-executors $NUM_EXECUTORS - While each query was running, I would use the Work tab in the web UI to monitor how long it took
to complete, which I then documented. I repeated each test three times and recorded the average of the three tests. Narrow tests ran on a relatively busy (non-inactive) cluster and wide tests ran on an inactive cluster (not intentionally, but rather because of the cluster state when it had time to run the jobs). Data preprocessing When reading in the narrow CSV
dataset, I did not indue the schema, but I converted a column from a timestamp string to a Timestamp data type. The times for that conversion were not included in my results, as this step was not related to the file format comparison. When reading in the wide CSV file, I deducted the schema, but any processing time required to do so was not similarly
included in my results, as it reflects the data preparation time and nothing else. We're looking forward to an appointment with Avro! I created and tested the queries used before I started recording the times. I was surprised to learn while testing my Avro-based queries that saving an Avro file with a Timestamp data type is impossible. In fact, Avro v1.7.x does
not support Date or Timestamp data types. Narrow Results The first test is the time it takes to create the narrow version of the Avro and Parquet file after it has been read in a DataFrame (three columns, 83.8 million rows). The Avro time was only 2 seconds faster on average, so the results were similar. These charts show the runtime in seconds (the lowest
numbers are better). Test Case 1 – Creating the Narrow Dataset The next test is a simple row count in the narrow dataset (three columns, 83.8 million rows). The csv count is displayed only for comparison and to deter you from using uncompressed CSV in Hadoop. Avro and Parquet did the same in this simple test. Test Case 2 – Simple Row Count (Narrow)
The GROUP BY query performs a more complex query on a subset of the columns. One of the columns in this dataset is a timestamp and I wanted to add the replacement_cost per day (not the time). Because Avro does not support Date/Timestamp, I had to adjust the query to get the same results. Parquet query: sums of val á sqlContext.sql(select
to_date(precise_ts) as day, sum(replacement_cost) of narrow_parq group by to_date(precise_ts) ) Avro query: val a_sums - sqlContext.sql(select to_date(from_unixtime(precise_ts/1000)) as day, narrow_avro group sum(replacement_cost) by to_date(from_unixtime(precise_ts/1000)) ) The results show that the Parquet query is 2.6 times faster than Avro. Test
Case 3 – Query GROUP BY (narrow) Next, I called a .map() in our DataFrame to simulate the processing of the entire set of The work done on the map simply counts the number of columns present in each row, and the query finds the different number of columns. def numCols(x: Row): Int á x.length á val numColumns a
narrow_parq.rdd.map(numCols).distinct.collect This is not a query that would run in any real environment, but forces the processing of all Again, Parquet is almost 2 times faster than Avro. Test Case 4 – Processing All Narrow Data The last comparison is the amount of disk space used. This graph shows the file size in bytes (lower numbers are better). The
job was configured for Avro to use the Snappy compression codec and use the Parquet default settings. Parquet was able to generate a smaller dataset than Avro by 25%. Test Case 5 – Disk Space Analysis (Narrow) Wide results Perform similar queries on a much larger wide dataset. As a reminder, this dataset has 103 columns with 694 million rows and is
194 GB in size. The first test is the time to save the wide dataset in each format. Parquet was faster than Avro in every test. Test Case 1 – Creating the Wide Dataset The results of the row count in this dataset show that Parquet is clearly separated from Avro, with Parquet returning the results in less than 3 seconds. Test Case 2 – Simple Row Count (Width)
The most complicated GROUP BY query in this dataset shows Parquet as a clear leader. Test Case 3 – Group BY Query (Width) The map() throughout the dataset shows Parquet again as the clear guideline. Test Case 4 – Processing all wide data The final test, the results of the disk space, are quite impressive for both formats: With Parquet, the CSV file of
194 GB was compressed to 4.7 GB; and Avro, at 16.9GB. This reflects an incredible 97.56% compression ratio for Parquet and an equally impressive compression ratio of 91.24% for Avro. Test Case 5 – Disk Space Analysis (Width) Overall conclusion, Parquet showed similar or better results in each test. The differences in query performance in larger
datasets in favor of Parquet are partly due to compression results; When querying the wide dataset, Spark had to read 3.5 times less data for Parquet than Avro. Avro did not perform well when processing the entire dataset, as suspected. When it comes to choosing the Hadoop file format, there are many factors involved, such as integration with third-party
applications, schema evolution requirements, data type availability, and performance. But if performance is the most important thing for you, the above tests show that Parquet would be the format to choose. Choose.
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